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The eels Deconstruction is a 15 track album with two short instrumentals. It is the 12th studio album of a band that has been around since the mid 90's with occasional hits all along the way. The band created music that went on the Shrek soundtrack humorously enough. The Album is a studio arrangement wonder, with a full orchestra accompanying some of the works and acoustic guitar guiding the rhythm. Music on this track is reminescent of funk and as such displays a push and pull that many will find intriguing and nostalgic even if they can not place it. This album features collaborators: Kool G Murder, P-Boo, The Deconstruction Orchestra and Choir.

Sounds Like:
Flaming Lips
Sounds Like:
Beck

Recommended Tracks:
T5, Rusty Pipes, An old mans voice singing about his voice getting old, in a way that is made for his old old voice.
T2, Bone Dry, a peppy song about being drained dry of everything, probably a love song, but no one listens to pop music lyrics right? (a joke)
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• Alt [1]
• Rock [2]